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“All Gates may look alike! Only a CITY-GATE is built to last”

Lead post with hook

lock and cylinder lock(s)

Intermediate Post

SPECIFICATIONS
CURTAIN The top and bottom of each section is fitted with an aluminum panel 4" high. This panel consists of an aluminum extrusion

1/16”thick and composed of modules with a 15° angle between them to facilitate the operation of the closure. The curtain is

constructed of vertical rods of 5/16”in diameter. The spacing between the rods is 2-5/8”in a brick pattern. These rods are linked

together by flat horizontal bars of 1/8”x 5/8”x 6-5/8”. These bars are spaced vertically every 12”by aluminum sleeves of 1/2”in

diameter.

TRACK Curtain shall be hung from an overhead track 1-5/16”wide by 1-9/16”high. Track shall be tempered aluminum alloy 6351-T6.

LOCKING Lead post shall be equipped with a hook bolt lock with cylinders each side.

Lead post shall engage a full height wall jamb.

Trailing post shall be self-locking at the top and bottom inside the storage pocket.

Free floating intermediate posts shall be located at all curves and at recommended intervals of 10 feet or 5 feet for counter top units.

Intermediate posts shall be equipped with self-adjusting spring loaded drop bolts activated from the inside only. Drop bolts shall

engage dustproof stainless steel receptacles.

STACKING Stacking shall not exceed a depth of 1.15”per foot of closure width plus 3”for each post (lead, end or intermediate). Full

egress doors add 7”.

FINISH Standard clear anodized.

POSTS DETAILS

Dustproof

floor socket

1/8”Links

1-9/16”

Track

12”

6”

2-7/16”

1-1/4”

2-7/8”

4-1/4”

5-3/8”

2-7/16”

1-3/8”

Lead post with top and bottom

shootbolts and cylinder lock(s)

Intermediate post with bottom

shootbolt and cylinder lock

Intermediate post with

bottom shootbolt and knob

Bi-part assembly with bottom

shootbolt and cylinder lock(s)

Floating end post with top stop

and bottom V stop fitted to floor

Floating end post with bottom

shootbolt and cylinder lock

Fixed end post

Wall stricker post (jamb)

Fixed end post Shootbolt to floor

Track

Lead post

Fixed wall jamb

4”


